1. **Product Brochure**
This beautifully designed brochure paints a vivid picture of the health benefits of Trévo’s Power of Wellness. Includes overview of ingredient information, our 3-phase formula and generational nutrition needs.

2. **Prescription Pad**
This convenient, pocket-sized business-building tool is a scaled-down version of the information contained in the Trévo product brochure. Low cost, convenient size, and eye-appealing design – perfect for effective prospecting.

3. **Product Information Sheet**
This full-color 1-page 8 1/2” x 11” duplex business-building tool is perfect for handing out at a number of public venues, including trade shows. Features Power of Wellness health benefits as well as the product’s supplement facts information.

4. **Instruction Card**
Offering quick, convenient, easy-to-understand instructions, the Trévo Power of Wellness instruction card offers information on how to enjoy as well as store this phenomenal product.

5. **Product Postcard**
Ideal for direct mail campaigns to build your business, this eye-catching postcard provides recipients with a quick overview of the many health benefits offered by Trévo Power of Wellness. Space is provided for your contact information as well as the recipient’s mailing address.

6. **Product CD**
Invite your prospects to listen in as Dr. Brian Wilovskys, wellness expert and best-selling author, shares his insight on topics such as prescription drugs, mental focus and the health challenges we face today, as well as how Trévo offers positive support for the health of today’s families.

7. **Opportunity Brochure**
Encourage your prospects to empower their dreams through the Trévo opportunity. This beautiful full-color brochure paints an exciting and inviting image of the power of this remarkable opportunity.

8. **Compass Flyer**
Give your potential customers and prospects a bird’s-eye view of how four short minutes can change the way they view their health and the need for intelligent supplementation with Trévo Power of Wellness.
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9. Compass trade show table signage
Add to the professional look and availability of information by including the Compass table sign in your next show. Measuring 17” x 11”, this full-color sign comes with built-in easel for easy set-up and storage.

10. Product trade show table signage
Add to the professional look and availability of information by including the Trévo Power of Wellness table sign in your next show. Measuring 17” x 11”, this full-color sign comes with built-in easel for easy set-up and storage.

11. Trade show banners
No show booth is complete without these gorgeous, attention-grabbing banners. Choose from 10’ x 8’ or 8’ x 5’ product backdrop banners as well as our 2’ x 4’ opportunity banner.

12. Trévo Training workbook
This business-building training workbook goes hand-in-hand with the online Trévo Training Center and is an invaluable part of our commitment to the continuing success training for all Life and Health Coaches.

13. 7 Principles brochure
Your prospects will discover the opportunity for an empowered lifestyle of success with Trévo as they read our 7 Principles For Empowered Living brochure. Beautifully designed in full color.


15. Ultimate Guide To Network Marketing book
Mark Stevens, along with 36 other top network marketing income earners share their most precisely guarded secrets to building extreme wealth. In this book, Mark discusses the power of a great system.